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A Letter From the President
By Don Warkentin
West Hills Community College Chancellor Dr. Frank Gornick recently
announced a new partnership with Apple, Inc. to enhance learning opportunities for our students. The District is working with Apple to provide students
with Apple iPads to not only increase their connectivity to West Hills 24/7,
but to provide additional learning options in the classroom.
Specifics are currently being worked out, but the new Apple iPads will be
available through a leasing program for all full time students. There will be
a nominal monthly lease rate with the option for students to purchase their
iPads when they graduate. The purchase price will be significantly reduced
due to the monthly lease payments. West Hills has a similar program in that
students can rent some textbooks through the college’s Follett Bookstore.
West Hills faculty will be receiving iPads later this spring in order to be
ready for use beginning with the fall 2014 term. The Apple iPad lease program is also scheduled to begin with the fall term.
This is just another way in which West Hills stays on the cutting edge proving Once You Go Here, You Can Go Anywhere
By Martha Dollahan

Eagle
Safe and Sound at West Hills Lemoore Migrating
By Brittany Burkhart
By Jason Loyche

At approximately 9:30 on a cold
December Friday morning, a 20 year
old man walked into an elementary
school with two handguns and an
assault rifle. Twenty children and
six staff members were murdered in
a matter of minutes.
The morning of April 17th
in 2007, a lone disturbed young man
walked the dorms and classrooms of
Virginia Tech University with a .22
caliber pistol, and a 9mm semi auto
pistol, ruthlessly killing everyone he
could see. When it was all done, the
final death toll ended with 33 young
lives extinguished in a bloodbath of
terror, because one man was bullied
and picked on.
Other recent school shootings include; Purdue University with
one dead. In Roswell, New Mexico
a twelve-year old boy opens fire
with a shotgun at an elementary
school with two students dead.
Since the Littleton School shooting,
it seems that gun violence in our
schools has started to become more
and more of a common place. Has
anyone ever stopped to ask “What if
that happened here?”
It’s not too ill conceived
of a thought is it? Our quiet, small
community rocked with the horror
and tragedy of a school shooter at
this very school. What about other
crime at the college? We all have
seen the surveillance cameras in
the parking lot and on the buildings
around campus, as well as the blue
emergency boxes, but what else is
West Hills College doing to improve
your safety and security on campus?
The Student Government brought
this issue up to the administration
when an unexpended .45 caliber
round was found in the parking lot,
as well as a foot long combat folding knife was found in the bathroom
next to the 200 building. Just finding

the knife or discovering the ammunition doesn’t mean that a student or
students had them on campus, but
it does make a person think. “The
blue emergency call boxes around
campus dial directly to 911, and they
are checked regularly by maintance
staff. As well, the surveillance
cameras are monitored and were
key to solving and deterring several
incidences around campus,” James
Preston, Dean of Student Services
stated in an interview. “Is there room
for improvement? Always room
to improve, but that’s why we do
training, so we can learn where the
weaknesses are and fix them.”
Some students were asked around
campus about their feelings of safety
on campus with mixed results.
Brooke Westlund said she feels safe
on campus, but also encourages
students to use the buddy system
at night when traveling on campus.
“We are aware that times are changing for schools and colleges around
this country, and we are trying to
ensure that every student and faculty
(Continued) >See page 2

Transfer: one of the most exhilarating and terrifying experiences
a community college student can
face, and an experience I wouldn’t
trade for the world. Well, unless that
world was created from the forgotten
remnants of mangled iphones and
android rules as a benevolent dictator. Yeah, I went there. 3,000 miles,
10 states, and 4 bad hotels later, I
finally arrived at my destination. St.
Andrews University in Laurinburg
North Carolina. The land where
camo everything and mullets reign
supreme, but an unkind word is never spoken to a stranger like myself.
A town so small that the nearest
Starbucks is 45 minutes away (the
horror!) and our only cinema and
bowling alley are simply called
‘Cinema’ and ‘Bowling’, but at only
$4 a ticket (something I haven’t seen
since the War of 1812 in California)
I’m not going to argue. Just like any
other town, there is a Walmart that
sells everything except liquor, so
if you’re in the market for a party
school… well actually you could
find that at Orange Hall. But I digress. Arriving and getting checked
in was both exciting and frightening.

Though still a small campus by public university standards, it remains
daunting. After jumping through
the initial hoops of registration and
moving in, you have just one day to
acquaint yourself with the campus

SNOW Day at St. Andrews
and find where your classes will be,
and if you joined a sport (98% of
the students here are athletes) then
you should do your best to not get
thrown in the lake for initiation.
First day of classes are what
you would expect anywhere, you
meet some peculiar people and some
even more peculiar teachers, pick
up your syllabus, and get asked lots
of questions about why you’re not
tan or if everyone is really high all
the time in California. At least no
one asked if I live next to a celebrity
or surf (yet). People seem to find it
hard to reconcile that not all of California is made up of beaches, and
that yes, sometimes the smell of cow
overpowers that bright California
sunshine. Just smile, nod, and mutter
noncommittal and you’ll get along
just fine. Unless you’re actually
living on the beach surfing all day
surrounded by celebrities, in which
case, I hate you.
Pretty much everyone you
meet at the university will either be
new like yourself, or still remember
how awkward it can be. It’s easy to
make friends, especially if you join
an extra-curricular like sports. I decided to try out for lacrosse because
it’s as close to quidditch as I’m going to get and nothing says, “let’s be
friends!” like avoiding getting hit in
the face by flying yellow balls with
bug-eye goggles together. Plus, getting on a team is a great way to rack
up those scholarships. (Continued)
>See page 3
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“Lorde”, by Kimberly Vryhof

Welcome to the Art Lab
By Luigi Pintacola
Photographs by Anyssa Rodriguez

Art enriches lives. Every person who takes an Art course, whether it is Art History,
Art Appreciation, or Studio Arts, experiences this. One’s perceptions are changed in
many ways, including an enhanced ability to observe and appreciate the every-day
details of life, as well as to see how the stuff from other areas of study is put into
practical application. Studio Art courses encourage innovative and critical thinking.
They also provide students with a clear understanding that success is directly related
to their own individual efforts. You know the old saying, “you get what you give?”
In the Art Lab on the West Hills Lemoore campus students from diverse
backgrounds work in an environment that fosters a common, visual language. This
experience often leads to a feeling of inclusion. The Art Lab is equipped with moveable tables and stools that allow the classroom furniture to be arranged in different
ways to accommodate the variety of activities related to the various courses that are
offered. It might look one way on a given day, and completely different on another,
depending on the needs of the class being taught. The Lab is also equipped with easels that allow students to work in an upright position, which is often more suitable
for working on two-dimensional artwork than working on desks. Pictured here are a
couple of photos of students in painting classes working hard on their artworks.
While studio course offerings have been minimal in recent years due to
budget cuts, the department is experiencing a gradual recovery in the Spring 2014
semester. Several additional sections have been added to the schedule, including Art
6A: Three-dimensional Design, which has not been offered in several semesters.
There is a sense of optimism that this trend will continue.

“Little Talks”, by Shelby Groeneveld

Also included with this article are a couple of photos of student artworks.

A Campus Shout-OUt:

To the woman I love,
You are the moon and the stars to me. You are my world, and I can’t
believe you’re mine ~ I love you Breann.
						~Jerod Alvarado

> Safe and Sound continued

member is safe while they are here. We have had
several conversations about a full-time or parttime police officer on campus as well as a training
exercise with an “active shooter” on campus. We
learned where we are strong during that exercise,
but we also learned where we are weak. That’s
where that Infromacast system comes in. It allows
us to simultaneously contact every class room with
a phone, and give them directions or instructions if
an incident were to occur,” Mr. Preston stated.

To inquire about Ad space
for
EagleEye please contact
David Gejeian
(559) 925-3603
davidgejeian@whccd.edu
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And The Poem Contest Winner is . . .

Project Valentine
By Denise McKendell

I needed a Valentine but
I was running out of time
Couldn’t wait for Mr. Right February 14th is tonight
Desperate times call for desperate measures
Sometimes you gotta settle for a rock
in the absence of buried treasure
I was looking for a prince
So I had to kiss a few frogs
Trouble was, instead of a prince
they all turned into dogs
Took my cue from Cinderella
and threw away some of my shoes
But a policeman returned them all;
guess the return address was the clue
Sun was going down
Still no Valentine in sight
Roses wilted, chocolate melted;
my what a horrible sight
So I called the number,
one-eight-hundred-find-a-love-now
Placed an order for what I thought
was a man but was a kitten; MEOW!
What to do, what to do,
what to do?
Not a clue, not a clue,
not a clue!
Need a man, need a man,
need a man
Ah ha! Got a plan, got a plan,
got a plan!
Ran down to the nearest corner
and started waving a cardboard sign
“If you’d rather watch football,
eat hot wings, and have some beer or wine
instead of a boring date of dinner and a movie
on Valentine’s
Go to 333 West Prospect Place
at this date and time”
Then by the time I got home
I was ne’er alone
The place was full of men
Didn’t know where to begin
Every race, creed, and color
I had my choice of any lover
So I cozied up to a few
and began to make my move
Twas in the nick of time
I’d gathered several Valentines
before they figured out I had no food
Then before I knew
someone had ordered pay-per-view
and then “ding” went the doorbell
There was a delivery from Wings and Things,
a pizza, and a case of ale
We partied the night away
Twas the happiest of days
Instead of only one
I ended up with “some”
Who would of thought I could find my all time, best ever Valentine
by stealing and re-writing a homeless man’s cardboard sign

>Migrating Eagle Continued
A bonus of going to a smaller university is definitely the class sizes.
I think my largest class has only
about 20 people in it, which allows
for better discussion and lots of face
time with your professors. The work
is definitely more challenging, but
that’s why we transfer, right? When
it comes to residence hall life, as
with any university, it just depends
on where you get placed. Some of
them are really nice, and some make
you wonder which layer of the inferno they crawled out of (I’m looking
at you Winston Hall). By luck of the
draw, I ended up in Mecklenburg,
which is right on the lake and close
to everything, especially the practice
fields which is perfect when you
have a 6am practice. The rooms are
pretty spacious by university standards, if a bit old. They come with
a common room (ours here in Meck
resembles a Victorian conservatory),
laundry room, and different levels of
suites and suite lounges. Meal plans
are included for residential students,
but if you’re not careful that freshman 15 could easily turn into the
junior whale-troll.
While transferring to a North
Carolina University was not my
original plan, it is so far one of the
best decisions I’ve made. I chose
this school over others because it
suited my needs for my career--

goal, something a transfer-ready
student should look carefully into.
For instance, I want to write and this
school has one of the oldest on campus publishing houses in the United
States, and it gives students the opportunity to study hands on writing
techniques at a writers’ retreat in a
15th century Italian castle. Nearly every professor has the highest
degree in their field from prestigious
universities, many of them ivyleague.

On the road to North Carolina
And, the icing on the cake, there is a
stellar job placement facility which
boasts a 97% success rate of finding
students either entry level jobs or at
the least internships in their fields
of study. So while a smaller private
university may not be right for you,
take the time to look for what’s important to your future, and you might
just find your perfect match.

MY BOO

A Poem by: Debbie Rose
I went scuba diving into a sea of love and found a pearl, my Boo.
You are my sesame seed and I your bagel, my Pitt and I your
Jolie my tartar sauce and I your fish stick, my Edward and I your
Bella, my JayZ and I your Beyonce, my yogurt and I your parfait,
my Chinese and I your chicken salad, my scoop and I your cone
I dove into a swamp and found myself in a sea of love, surrounded by pools of cupids and harps—there my Boo with a can of beer
playing a game of darts. A bar is a bar and pub is a pub, my Boo’s
lips are softer than a cub’s.
My Boo can fill any missing piece in my puzzle. He can dance on a
roof with a flute and always leave me yearning for one more song.
Roses are red, my violet is Boo. We ran barefoot on the beach and
salty are frizzed my hair, but not my heart. You are my happy
hour at Applebee’s, the tires on my bike.
The great Beyonce once sang . . . “Gloss on my lips and my man
on my hips” and this rings true. You are more fruitful than a
smoothie and more romantic than the incandescent vampire from
Twilight. Like Tom Hanks, you made me sleepless in Lemoore. You
are manlier than all of the Duck Dynasty—savvier than every
Kardashian—sweeter than little Bieber—and more attractive than
even Ryan Gosling.
When John Mayer cleverly sings, “Your body is a wonderland,”
I always smile and think—how true. We are like two Ewoks
playfully skipping through the Forest Moon of Endor—two hobbits
on a journey with one ring—two eggs that make one omelet.
Boo, your love is blinding, except when I need to drive. Your love
reflects light like a shard of glass in an empty parking lot—but our
lot isn’t empty.
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Valentine’s Day:
A Singleton’s
Perspective
By Kyrsten Funkhouser

February 14th, or as most of the world knows it Valentine’s Day is a time

that brings with it both feelings of love and for lack of a better word sappiness. However, for those of us who just so happen to be single Valentine’s
Day can turn into a constant reminder of the fact that yes, we are without
a significant other; but does V day have to be such a pity-party? Or can it
be turned into something that not only empowers those who are single but
allows us a day to be our own Valentine? It is true that with the end of the
holiday hustle and bustle our world as we know it becomes an overwhelming hue of pink and red. Our grocery and drug stores stock their shelves with
heart shaped boxes filled with chocolate, humungous teddy bears, and overpriced greeting cards. It is also true that Valentine’s Day has a nickname...”single-awareness day”, so how can we avoid the ‘roses are red, violets are
blue, you have a boyfriend, so I hate you’ slumps? Whether by choice or
by circumstance it is simple fact that indeed there will be a percent of the
human population that is single on Valentine’s Day; and truth be told, just
because you happen to be single on Valentine’s Day does not mean that the
world will end. Though you might feel like you are experiencing an existential crisis…life will go on and so will you.

Lets put things into perspective:

Generally speaking there is a lot of pressure to ‘fit in’ around Valentine’s Day, meaning that the fear of being alone may be magnified to the
point where someone who would otherwise be content with never having
to claim anyone else on taxes, or washing someone else’s underpants may
actually give in and take a significant other. But really if we think about it,
what is Valentine’s Day and what significance does it carry throughout our
lives? To put things into perspective Valentine’s Day is just that a DAY, not
Valentine’s Month or Valentine’s Year, it is literally a period of 24 hours. So
why do we feel pressured? Why is there a gnawing little voice in our ears
that tells us that we need a boy/girlfriend? Sara Kennedy said, “When I was
in a relationship, I spent so much time taking care of [the] other person and
their needs, that I stopped taking care of my own”. So why should you sacrifice so much of yourself, and furthermore is it all really worth it just to turn
around and break up after the holiday has ended?

Expectation V. Reality:

Again, even if you are not all that into being single on Valentine’s
Day, you are bypassing the various disappointments and anxiety that come
along with the holiday. Like mentioned before, our grocery and drug stores
undergo a very familiar transformation into a tunnel or more likely an aisle
of love; there you can find a plethora of chocolate roses, stuffed animals,
and cliché cards; with all the options it can throw you into a full blown panic
attack.

What if she is allergic to chocolate, what if he doesn’t like over stuffed
bears, what if I buy the wrong card, or she doesn’t like the jewelry I
saved up six months’ salary for? By being single on Valentine’s Day this
allows you to skip the potential and sometimes unavoidable disappointment. Even if you were the person receiving the gifts how often have
you ever realized that your partner knows nothing about what you like
and apparently thinks that a gas station velvet rose is appropriate?
Another thing that can get those in a relationship ‘’poppin” Xanax
like Pez is the financial toll that is thrust upon the unsuspecting bank
accounts. Valentine’s Day has been turned into a holiday that has become
about the material things rather than the sentimental; the two dozen long
stemmed roses rather than the hand written poems. By being single on
Valentine’s Day you not only save money (from not having to shell out
20 bucks for a grocery store bouquet) but also time (from not having to
even go to the grocery store in the first place).
Perhaps one of the most overlooked things about being single on Valentine’s Day is not having to worry about your appearance (come on, who
are you going to look good for? Rock those old holy sweat pants!)

Easy steps:

If you type in “single on Valentine’s Day” on Google you will
find over 63,600,000 results; but what advice is right for you? Among
the usual things like, have a friends date or treat yourself to something
special. Candance Carrizaes said that you should; “Act like Valentine’s
Day doesn’t exist” (I mean if it doesn’t exist then there’s no problem
right…), “write yourself a love song” (everyone likes loves songs about
themselves), and my personal favorite “set up a hug booth on a corner”
(nothing like complete strangers invading your personal space during
flu season!). Stephen Kardyhal simply said that the best tips were, “to
love yourself” and to “go to [a] bathroom mirror and tell yourself you
love yourself, and mean it! Say it with passion because you know you
love yourself, and even if you don’t still, go to a mirror and after the fifth
time you’ll believe it!” Kardyhal’s suggestion may seem a little silly
but isn’t Valentine’s Day about love, and furthermore shouldn’t we love
ourselves? “It may be a little downer to see others get flowers and other
things, so I try and focus on my job or whatever I’m doing for the day”,
says Jessica Verra. There is no time to worry about the obvious when you
throw yourself completely into something.

Advice from the People:

“It’s ok, I know what it feels like to be single to I was single for 17 years
of my life”-Luis H.
“Over all I feel that yes, you may feel a little left out on Valentine’s Day
but make it fun, if you are single plan a fun girls or guys night out you
will be happy knowing you’re not alone and you may even find someone
while you’re out [and] always turn a negative into a positive!”- Jessica
Verra
“Well people don’t have to be in a partnerships type relationship to express love to other people. I would say if you feel you need to participate
in the festivities of this day then buy yourself some flowers or someone
else you love. i.e. mother or friend “- Camille Taylor
“It is okay to be alone! Love is mysterious! Love is unexpected!”-Eric
Henson
“Don’t be down on Valentine’s Day be happy!”-Stephen Kardyhal

Student Shout-Outs:

Justine,
I’ve probably told you this a million times, but I absolutely love being around you. There’s
honestly never a dull moment when I’m with you. You’re a beautiful, kindhearted woman. I
love everything about you; to your dorky laugh, perfect smile, to the way you act when you’re
with me, and that warm feeling I get when I see you. I can honestly say that I’m lucky to have
you a part of my life. Happy Valentine’s Day babe.
								~Jenny Gallegos
My heart pounds for you and your delicious thighs! You are finger licking good! Thank you for
fulfilling my life Popeye’s Chicken!
								
~Bethany
To Jerod: You make my heart race. You make me laugh you make me cry; but most of all, you
make me smile. You complete me. Your love is more valuable than any diamond on this Earth.
I love you!
						
~BreAnn “Bubbles” Rodman

To my dear Nicole Happy Valentine’s Day! Here is to a year of love, laughs, and adventures. I look forward to many more to come. Stay Classy :)
						
~Sincerely, yours truly, Trevor

ACE

The academic Center for Excellence
Is here to assist all students at west
hills college lemoore. Come visit us in
the library. we are located in room 459
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Un-Adopta-bulls

5

by Lauren Smith

“Humans shouldn’t allow dogs to think that they are in charge because the animal will rely on its instincts” -WHCL Student
Michael Vick was known as a star athlete, but his name wasn’t in every household until about 2007. Vick was the lead breeder of “Bad Newz Kennels”,
a place for pit bull breeding and fighting. This was one of the first times a star athlete had bad light shed on him when dealing with dog fighting. People were not
happy with what happened when they learned that dogs were found hanging from trees and a separate blood stained arena. Even though people love dogs, there
is a certain breed of dog that is not as loved as the others. When someone sees a pit bull on the street, they instinctively walk on the other side. The dog who has
been deemed as “most dangerous” by people is not only misconceived, but misunderstood. How a dog is raised will decide how a dog acts. Not all of the pit bulls
in the world are mean, there are actually very few. So why is this dog deemed as dangerous? Based on the media’s perception of the dog, people have had an idea
of what “all” pit bulls are like.
Pit bull as a Breed : There is not a specific breed of dog titled as the Pit Bull. There are 6 breeds that have been classified and identified as a pit bull: the
American Bulldog, American Pit Bull Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier, Bull Terrier, Presi Canario, and the Staffordshire Bull Terrier. All have been classified as a pit bull. And even with these 6 breeds, the 2 that most people think of is the American Pit Bull Terrier and the American Staffordshire Terrier. According
to the ASPCA’s official website, “The pit bull’s ancestors hail from England and were brought to North America by English immigrants. These descendants were
bred from the bulldog, which some breed historians believe originally served as a ‘gripping dog’ for hunters of large game”. Fighting came about when animal
baiting became illegal in the 1800s. People then decided that it was a great sport to take part in.
According to the ASPCA, “Most experts agree that today’s pit bull is a short-coated dog characterized by a wide skull, powerful jaws and a muscular,
stocky body”. There are many different ideas of what a pit bull should look like. These dogs can weigh 25 to 80 or more pounds. Some have a bulky frame,
meaning they look a little bowlegged and tough when you look right at them. Others are lean and muscular, looking more like a Labrador Retriever or a Golden
Retriever. Overall, these dogs are normally very athletic, needing lots of exercise to stay occupied. When people think of pit bulls, they imagine a dog who hates
all people other than their owners and hate all other animals. The ASPCA states, “Some dogs are courageous, while others are timid. Some dogs are tenacious,
while others are easygoing. Some dogs are sociable, while others are aloof. Like people, all dogs have unique personalities”.

Pit bulls in the Media: A survey was conducted to see what people thought about pit bulls and other breeds. This survey consisted of two questions: which dog is
the most dangerous and why, and if people have been bitten by a dog. Out of 100 students surveyed at West Hills College Lemoore, 30 students said American Pit
Bull Terrier, 30 said Chihuahua, 18 said Rottweiler, 12 said German Shepherd, and 10 said none of the above. When asked why, the answers ranged. Some people
said the pit bull was the most dangerous because a “majority of news stories involve pit bulls attacking people”. Some students said the Chihuahua was the most
dangerous “because they are highly underestimated and aggressive”. Students think that the Rottweiler is the most dangerous, “because of their large size and how
robust and powerful they can be”. Finally, students say the German Shepard is the most dangerous because “it is used by military and police for a reason; they are
smart and mean”. There are many different opinions of what the most dangerous dog is, and this survey shows just that.
This survey demonstrates that people believe pit bulls and Chihuahuas are dangerous. In March of 2010, 7-year-old Kate-Lynn Logel was killed by her
family’s pet Alaskan Malamute, and 18 articles were written about it; in comparison to the 292 articles written about young San Francisco native Nicholas Failbish who was killed by a pit bull. In an interview with Dr. Fausett from Hanford Veternarian Hospital, he was asked about how many animals are brought to your
hospital for treatment due to a pit bull attack. He responded, “Honestly, I can’t say for sure without doing a lot of research in our records paperwork, but I can
confidently say that I see animals who have been attacked by every breed almost equally. I see more attacks from small breeds than big breeds, but the big breeds
do more damage and that is why they get more publicity”. Dr. Fausett is completely correct. You don’t hear about an article where a Chihuahua injured someone,
because it is not something that happens on an everyday basis.
In late 2010 a pit bull named Prada escaped from her owner’s backyard in Nashville, Tennessee. Like any energetic dog, Prada got into a scuffle with
some neighborhood dogs. Nashville’s Animal Control took Prada into custody, and when her owner tried to claim her, animal control didn’t let her. In Nashville,
they have a “one strike you’re out” policy, meaning that if a dog gets into a fight they are considered a “dangerous dog”. Since Prada fell into that category, she
was condemned to death by a Nashville judge. Prada’s owner decided to fight back. Things worsened while Prada was at the animal shelter. She escaped from a
worker and got into a fight with another dog. Even though “the shelter and law enforcement were accusing Prada’s owner for not being able to contain her dog”,
they had done the same. Fast forward a year and a half, through a very long and expensive court battle, and lots of media attention. Rulings were made to euthanize Prada, and appeals were filed to get a stay of execution. On April 27, 2012, a Nashville judge finally decided to release Prada into the custody of Villalobos
Rescue Center. After bringing Prada out of her kennel and getting her into the van, she was finally free to be a dog at VRC.
Interviews: Because of that misunderstanding, many pit bulls have been left in shelters. In an interview with the Kings County SPCA office manager and
dog trainer, Pam Brasil, she states that she believes that pit bulls are no more dangerous than any other breed of dog. Pam stated that the SPCA is only allowed
to have 3 pit bulls in the shelter at one time, but they have had up to 6 because it is hard to get them into a home. We asked Pam which breed of dog she believed
to be the most dangerous, and she said, “Back in the day, Rottweilers used to be the ‘bad dogs’. We even used to call them devil dogs and before then, in the 70s,
Dobermans used to be the dangerous ones.” We also asked Pam what the requirement was for taking a dog into the SPCA. (Continued) >See page 6
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Mississippi Love Pie

Mississippi Love Pie - By #TulahsTable

1 Cup flour
1 Cup crushed pecans
1/2 Cup melted butter
***Press into 9X13 pan and cook
@ 350 for 20 minutes
8oz Softened cream cheese
1 Cup powdered sugar
*** beat together
-fold in 1 Cup Cool Whip and
spread over top of crust

1 Small pack vanilla instant pudding
1 Small pack chocolate instant pudding
3 Cups milk - Beat until thick and
pour over top of cream cheese mixture
Let set - then put remaining Cool
Whip on top & sprinkle chocolate
shavings or pecans
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Strong Players in the Game of Life

By Justin Hakker
This has been a great season for the West Hills College Lemoore
women’s basketball team. I had the pleasure of interviewing two of the
students, Jenny Gallegos and Kalia Parker. Both were very optimistic about
this season. When asked about their expectations, Parker responded, “We
expected to be more successful than the team last year, and we are. It would
be a great accomplishment to make it to the playoffs. I think we are on the
right track!” Gallegos responded, “Coming into the season, we wanted to
be over the .500 mark (which means they wanted to have more wins than
losses) and so far we are. Now we just want to execute against every team
we play.” Pre-season went well for West Hills women’s basketball and they
played some challenging opponents. The ladies love the coaching staff, who
continue to help them improve through hard work, while having fun at the
same time. Even though it may seem like these girls play basketball 24/7,
they are also great students and great friends.
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>Pit Bulls continued

In both photos: Jenny (left) kalia (right)
Jenny Gallegos: Jenny wasn’t going to play for the Eagles at first,
but Coach Picchi convinced her that West Hills College Lemoore was the
place for her to play basketball and to better her education. The Madera
native is currently taking 23 units and she is very hopeful to pass all of her
classes. As she pursues her education in Administration of Justice, Jenny
hopes to one day be a police officer. Jenny wants people to know that she
is “a very kind and sweethearted person.” She also says, “I am not the shy
type. I’ll strike up a conversation with just about anyone.” When asked
who her hero is, Jenny explained, “I would have to say my mother. She is
one of the toughest, strong-minded people I know. [She is] a very wise lady
and I love her to death. I can say I definitely look up to her”.
Kalia Parker: Reigning from Hanford, Kalia chose West Hills
because some of her high school teammates attend the college. Kalia says “I
enjoy playing because I like my teammates and my coaches. It’s a good environment to be in and it’s a really fun experience.” Even though she liked
math in high school, Kalia said that her Administration of Justice classes
have really caught her interest. Kalia said she wants people to know that “I
like helping people. I’m outgoing, and I promise I’m nice.” When asked
who her hero is, she stated, “My hero is my mom because she’s always
been there for me and she wants the best for me. Sometimes people don’t
appreciate their parents enough, so taking a look back, I realize what a great
impact my mom has made on my life and how much I love her.”
Overall these are two amazing young ladies who, no doubtedly have
a lot of potential, are truely going to do so well with themselves. Jenny and
Kalia are amazing individuals. They know who they are and they aren’t
afraid to be themselves. If you see Jenny or Kalia around campus, don’t be
scared to go up and say hello. They are willing to not only chat, but talk
about basketball as well.

A Valentine Poem by: Shelby Groeneveld
Valentine’s Day is quite great they say,
And by they I mean stores that know you will pay,
They put out heart boxes in red and bright pink,
Way back during New Years so they’d get you to think,
They sell all the things that are cute and typical,
Like balloons that make going through doors so difficult,
And chocolates that might melt in the car,
And if you’re parked FarYou’ll have to carry a huge teddy bear in your arms,
Those gifts are so special, so thoughtful indeed,
For they are things no one wants and no one needs,
Yet people buy them every year, for
Why be genuine, when you can be insincere?

“They have to go through a temperament check. In order to have them
here we need to make sure they are safe to be around with and interact well
with our other animals. If an animal seems to be too aggressive, they are taken
by animal control. This is with ANY breed, not just pits.” Pam also stated that,
“pit bulls are getting a bad reputation; it’s not the dog, it’s the owner. You have
to do your research and know what your breed is like. The cute puppy will turn
into a dog and you have to know what you are doing with them. People need to
know that incidents with dogs have reason behind them. Any dog will defend
itself if it feels it’s in danger or is being harmed.”
Thoughts: When you look at a person, or even a dog, an impression
is made. Dogs are not inherently bad or good. Dog have the natural instinct
to fight if they need to. pit bulls have been given a bad rap not only because
of what they look like, but damage that they have caused. This article was
not written to give people a fear of pit bulls, or even try to change everyone’s
minds about what a pit bull is supposed to be. This was to show everyone the
facts. People need to know the truth behind and “unadoptable” pit bulls. These
dogs are strong, and they look mean, but with the right training, they can be
great family pets.
With Valentine’s Day around the corner, maybe you or your significant
other need someone else to love. Maybe you have read this article and have
seen that the pit bull is not what you thought it would be. The Kings SPCA
has 3 pit bulls that are ready to be adopted into a loving family. Buddy, Mocha, and Kashe have been waiting for the right family to come around to show
them the love that they deserve. Buddy has been at the SPCA since January of
2012, Mocha since September of 2012, and Kashe has been at the shelter since
December of 2013. Not only are these dogs ready to go home with you, but
there are plenty of other dogs and cats waiting for the right family. If you or
someone you know is looking for a furry friend to love, head over to the Kings
SPCA on Grangville and 16 1/2 Avenue in Lemoore, and they will help you
start your new family.

A Valentine Poem By: Joel Rogers
Roses are red
Halo is a game
Sorry Golden Eagles
This poem is lame

Would you like to write for
EagleEye?
Join a journalism class at
West Hills College Lemoore
A Student Shout-Out
Shout out to my girl Shanna. Just wanna remind
her that I love her with all my heart, she is amazing, and I’m so thankful to have you in my life
baby.
						~Justin Garcia
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Bros on a Budget Vs. Expectations
A Bro’s Budget

BY RAYMOND GARCIA

Well it’s that time of the year, or have you forgotten again
like last year? Some of us tend to find those last minute
gift ideas at that local gas station, just before you head
back home from class or work for Valentine’s Day. For
some, once you have been in a relationship for so long
you could probably get away with that $2 dollar rose and
that heart shaped Snickers bar (and yes those exist). There
are the guys that tend to go all out for their significant
others, but most of the time it’s so early in the relationship
that it questions a lot of guys commitments and their financial predicaments? Like buying a gift with no meaning
and cheap, or buying a gift that actually means something.
After asking a few guys who have been bit by the lovebug we have managed to get some answers from the guys
who are only trying to impress. Do guys get manipulated
into buying expensive gifts? Or what gifts that guys might
consider when under a budget?
After some research and a few surveys, tons of
guys do tend to spend way too much on their significant
others on Valentine’s Day compared to any other time
of year. Now why is that? Well depending by how long
you’ve been with “Your girl,” these expensive gift items
vary. For student Haden, 16 “A limo and a $300 dollar
necklace” and this is very common for guys who are still
early into the relationship. This “I’ll get anything for you”
phase lasts for 2 years or so, then it eventually fades once
they have proven their point that they are not leaving
anytime soon.
A lot of dudes do feel that pressure and manipulation of getting a good gift that their girl would want. Each
girl is different, and they don’t come with instruction
manuals (umm well some should) and most of the time
girls want the best of everything? As for student Kyle, 20
when asked about what he would do for V-Day? “Dress
nice, get a tuxedo, and go dancing!” A simple night out
could easily become expensive. Here is some advice,
before you start making those dinner plans at that 5-star
restaurant in Fresno; how about you ask what they would
like to do? Some girls are simple (and be thankful for
those girls) but be careful because that could backfire. For
example:
Asking if she wants to go eat at McDonalds? Sure
it’s cheap, but it’s a bit embarrassing and she’ll never forgive you for that. Denny’s even has $5 dollar menu deals,
and it has a bit more class.
Can’t afford that new dress she wants? Well try
buying a bunch of small gifts instead, but make sure they
are things that will not make her feel insecure. Like buying 6 large boxes of chocolate and she’ll start assuming
that she’s fat.

Cartoon by BreAnn Rodman

WHAT GIRlS REALLY WANT
By Haley Gonzalez

Men claim to understand what women want and know
what they like but when February 14th rolls around,
we find out if they truly do. Is it heart shaped boxes
of chocolate and flowers, 5-star dining, a carriage ride
through the city, or movie nights at home that women
expect? Or is it simply just another day that doesn’t
deserve special recognition? The list of stereotypical
Valentine’s Day gifts can go on and on but what do
women really want, what do they desire?
When asked, Clarissa, who has been with her
boyfriend for 7 years, shared that she doesn’t need one
day out of the year for him to “prove” his love for her.
She says that he shows her every single day how much
he loves her. Like Clarissa, newlywed Alexa feels the
same way. She feels that, “a small token to say Happy Valentine’s Day is nice but showing your love and
affection to your significant other should be a daily
thing.” And being together for 17 years with her boyfriend, 50-year-old Jackie shared what she would like
for Valentine’s Day. “We don’t do much for Valentine’s
but a nice dinner out and then come home to get a foot
massage!” Now this is only one side of the spectrum,
because many believe couples become complacent as
the years pass and tend to overlook holidays like this
one.
While being in a long lasting relationship may
be the goal, everyone starts somewhere. So when the
love is new and the sparks are flying high and bright,
what do women expect from their new man? “I love
jewelry, especially necklaces with diamonds,” Alex
hints at her new boyfriend of 6 months. “We have only
been together about a year but we both love to travel, I
hope for maybe a cruise to Mexico or just a weekend in
San Fran. I love the bay!” That may sound like a lot, but
Amanda feels it’s a day of love. Nothing says I love you
like a vacation and jewelry.
Staying home is a great way
These examples may be the norm for most couof spending time together; the guys
ples, but there is always the unorthodox. “I just want my
could make dinner and watch Netflix. baby to be here,” shared a very pregnant Chandy. “I’m
But staying home with Call of Duty
tired of being pregnant.” Now that may be unconvenon the TV screen -- just be ready for tional, but being a new mommy would be a very Happy
a night of nagging and her texting.
Valentine’s Day for her. And being married, Lanae exWhat about those guys
plained what she wants, “I want to turn my living room
who are stumped and have no idea
into a fort and put all of the pillows from the couches
whatsoever and don’t have any cash on the floor, and have lots of movies and snacks and
to their name? For those “Bros on
food,” then jokingly added, “and watermelon.” Leola on
a Budget” first off make sure you
the other hand is a mother of 6 has been married for 17
remember this time to buy something years and has much bigger expectations from her valenahead of time. Then take some advice tine; she wants blue roses and a diamond.
from student Ryan, 20 “Jewelry and
What about those single ladies out there? “If I
love, something sentimental.” The
had a boyfriend, I would definitely want him to go all
survey says that most guys do more
out on me. Fancy dinner, flowers, chocolate, but no jewoften to make their sentimental gifts elry; I’m not into the bling,” answered Daina, 31. It’s
when they are working with a budlikely that being single gives women a different outlook
get. These gifts could be as simple
on Valentine’s Day, like Aleah. She commented that, “it
as writing a poem, building a picture doesn’t hurt to be treated like a queen for a day! Flowframe, making them dinner (because ers sent to me at work unexpectedly is great and going
we all know that girls love food).
out to watch a scary movie followed by dinner would
Just being creative and giving some- make it an even better day.”
thing should be good enough. Just
Whether you are a “Bro on Budget” or not,
because you care about them does
asking your lady what she wants and making a sincere
not mean you should go broke doing gesture seems to be your best bet for this Valentine’s
so.
Day.

A SHOUT-OUT TO: Kristian
You have always been a great friend to me. When I see you
a smile radiates on my face. I like how you always tolerate my
bland jokes; you smile so I assume you like the joke. Hearing
you sing is pleasing to my ears and I envy your gorgeous smile.
I always have a great time when we hang out. I appreciate our
friendship and I hope for many more good times.
										~Royce
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A critical response comparing elements of the film Almost Famous
with modern day media (Written in JOURN-1/Fall 2013)

Becoming the Enemy
By Brittany Burkhart

Almost Famous is a story we can all recognize and relate to. It shines a light on the struggle to hold on when the world around you is constantly
changing and it’s boundaries are closing in fast, all to the soundtrack of Black Sabbath era rock. It is about unmerciful honesty in the face of love and hero-worship, breaking through expectations to find out who you really are, and pitting experience against skill. This is a common thread for all of the Characters throughout the movie, from William Miller (The Enemy), to the band he follows, Stillwater. It also shares a relationship with how we view modern-day
media and whether it’s honesty can be bought.
When William’s sister Anita leaves home after an argument with their mother about the poetry of music to become a stewardess, he finds that she
has left him a package containing her most loved LP’s. Thus begins his illicit love of rock music, turning him from future lawyer (a la Atticus Finch from
To Kill a Mockingbird) into aspiring rock journalist. After getting ahold of Creem’s Lester Bangs, he refuses to be turned away without earning an assignment and a mentor, despite Bang’s warnings that rock is dead. With apparent reserve, Lester consents and takes him under his wing, offering advice and a
short article. I thought this was really interesting coming from the beginning of the movie, it is like he’s trying to warn the kid away so that his idea of rock
doesn’t get shattered by the reality. Instead, it convinces William even more that this was the path meant for him.
William starts out as this idealistic kid who seems to think that everything is as it seems, that the music of his generation was written for the fans
and not for the glory, something that Russell (the guitarist for Stillwater) seems to reinforce from the beginning by claiming as much at their first meeting
by the backstage entrance. Even though the film provides enough foreshadowing to see that this isn’t the case, from William’s mother’s dire predictions to
Lester’s warnings against getting friendly with rock musicians, saying in the movie, “They are trying to buy respectability for a form that is gloriously and
righteously dumb.”. It makes you wonder if the musicians themselves know that they are promoting a lie to cover up their greed, or whether it is unconsciously done. Did they start out truly believing that they were making music solely for the truth of the words and the love of the fans, or did the idea of
fame and women and money corrupt them from the very beginning?
The Band-Aids are another interesting part of the film that really helps William past the heart and into the seedy underbelly of rock culture. These
girls, led by Penny Lane, appear to be treasured by the band as an asset. It isn’t until later in the film when she and her group get traded for $50 and a case
of beer that we really see otherwise. To William’s horror, the girls are treated as property that can be gotten rid of without a second thought, all because the
group (and Russell in particular) wants to keep a clean and loyal pretense for their girlfriends. It’s the first solid time that he really sees that the band isn’t
all about the music and staying loyal to the fans, because who but the Band-Aids are their biggest fans? William is visibly conflicted as he has to choose
between staying with the band to get his interviews and finish the article for Rolling Stone that he keeps dodging calls for, or his loyalty to Penny.
While Russell starts to treat him as a friend, the rest of the band still view him as a threat. Jeff Bebe, the lead singer, warns the group, “The little shit
looks harmless, but he does represent the magazine that trashed ‘Layla’, broke up Cream, and ripped every album Led Zeppelin ever made.” It makes you
wonder if Russell is trying to buy William’s loyalty and a good cover story with false friendship, or if because of William’s apparent naivete and trustworthiness he is just someone that the guitarist finds comfort in having around, almost like a pet. This is a question in modern media as well. How much of
what we see, hear, and read is actually true and objective, and how much is just what the journalist wants you to believe based on how much he likes the
group/person/etc? As much as I’d like to believe that there is honest journalism out there, this movie really highlights that no matter how idealistic an author
might be, there is still the temptation of slanting a story to fit with personal feelings.
One of the best scenes that really forces William to see that Stillwater’s band-members hide behind a carefully built facade is during the near-fatal
plane trip home. It shows that each member of the band is hiding a shocking secret, and once out in the open it becomes unclear how the band will move
forward. What really got me is that when William and Stillwater parted ways, and Russell told him to write whatever he wanted, instead of giving the
unvarnished truth he wrote what Rolling Stone termed “a puff piece” and dismissed. This, from the most honest character in the story, was pretty shocking.
While he did finally redeem himself by writing a truthful article, it still showed how far he had come from the 15 year old honor student he started out as.
This movie goes moves between comedy and heartbreak effortlessly, and it’s easy to relate to, even if you’re not a rock journalist who falls for a
groupie. It show’s that not everything is as it seems, and even the most unfailing innocent can be corrupted. It also reveals that redemption through honesty is possible. William’s article was finally published after Russell called Rolling Stone and revealed that everything written was true. His acquiescence to
honesty and to finally give that long promised interview showed me that Russell really did care about the fans in the end by giving them the honesty they
deserved. When Penny accepted that Russell would never treat her as anything more than a favorite groupie, she was able to see her life and her dreamt up
adventures as a real possibility. I loved seeing that she and William finally ended up in Morocco, taking them both full circle from their meeting outside that
first concert venue.

By Martha Dollahan

By Amanda Mendiola

